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About This Game

The Stanley Parable is a first person exploration game. You will play as Stanley, and you will not play as Stanley. You will
follow a story, you will not follow a story. You will have a choice, you will have no choice. The game will end, the game will

never end. Contradiction follows contradiction, the rules of how games should work are broken, then broken again. This world
was not made for you to understand.

But as you explore, slowly, meaning begins to arise, the paradoxes might start to make sense, perhaps you are powerful after all.
The game is not here to fight you; it is inviting you to dance.

Based on the award-winning 2011 Source mod of the same name, The Stanley Parable returns with new content, new ideas, a
fresh coat of visual paint, and the stunning voicework of Kevan Brighting. For a more complete and in-depth understanding of

what The Stanley Parable is, please try out the free demo.
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A nice piece of DLC for a nasty price, just wait for a sale and pick it up for about \u00a32, as I did myself.. Just a warning,
Japanese School Life is not a dating simulator, but it is a good visual novel to learn about various aspects of Japanese culture.
Given that, the gameplay itself isn't the best since it's basically like reading a book about Japanese culture. I will say that the
graphics for this game was great, switching between multiple styles of art and having lively character models. The sound and
music was alright. I really liked the Japanese voice acting, and even though it didn't stand out to me, they did a very good job
with it. Overall, I'm pretty satisfied with my purchase, but you might want to spend your money on other things on Steam if
you're looking for a dating simulator. I liked the concept the developers took to incorporate learning about Japanese culture into
a visual novel. It was an interesting twist to a more slice of life visual novel, but I personally would have wanted more story
between the characters than facts on Japanese culture, mainly due to the fact that I already knew most of the information from
being a former avid anime watcher. It's great for people who are just starting to get into anime though.

Also, Choco best girl in this visual novel.. Feels like an old flash game I used to play called 'Red Remover'. Gets a little boring
after a while but for less than a dollar I guess it's okay, but did it really have to be made in unity?. This is a decent game. I would
put it about middle of the road for the Pixel Puzzles series, but that's more my bias for the subject matter of the others. The
puzzles in this game deal with space themes, so the planets, stars, and spaceships. You have an astronaut walking around as you
solve the puzzles, and to rescue him (which unlocks an achievement for each puzzle) you have to grab small rocket fragments
floating near the puzzle pieces and build the rocket... not too problematic.

The puzzles in this volume unlock automatically in the Ultimate game upon purchase.. an amazing finale to an amazing trilogy.
This game is far from being early acsess.

I baught the game based on the video it looked intresting and fun and quirky. 2 games in i got a refund.

The jumping may as well not be implamented
Setting mouse sensativity is awfull without spending mass amounts of time setting it up it iver is way way way to sensative or
way to slow,
there is litrily 0 players

i hope this game does well but it needs alot of work and i personaly dont think it should be in early acsess untill the gameplay is
somewhat smooth. Finally out!. Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered version of one of the first games in the series so
don't expect too much from it. If it's only a couple bucks and you want to say you've played them all, you might as well. I'm not
upset having bought the game and spent a good night on it, but it all depends what you expect from the game.
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While playing with the friend, the game oftenly crashes to desktop in a way it has never EVER before. Yesterday everything
was fine, we played 3 hours with no issue, since African Kingdoms purchase it crashes randomly approximately every 10-15
minutes. Restoring game impossible as it sends me back to main menu every time when I try... Do something with it, Skybox!

As for today 27.11.2015 the game is still broken. Despite restore game almost "functions" now we won't last more than five secs
as the game crashes due to desynch which happens regularly. Besides that, the game do not even "remember" what team, colour
or allegiance I have been. I would really love to change my rating for the game from not recommended to recommended, but it's
still a beta, not a finished game. I'm sorry.. Its better than the default aircraft but is certanly not PMDG,quality wings or
Carendo quality.It has a nice amount of features like vapour flashes but not things like windshield wipers,weapons and ground
services.The F-5E is a nice military aircraft and this add-on has several liveries and weapon variants.Ive never flown one in real
life so i cant judge on realistic the handling is,i have only flew Piper PA28 warriors (G-BUIF)(G-BRJV).. A pretty simple,
pretty fun 2D online multiplayer shooter. There are about 5 or 6 different airplanes to choose from, each one with different
weapons, speeds and customizable perks. There are different modes you can play, like the typical deathmatch or a mode called
ball where you try to get the ball into the goal. While the graphics are remniscent of 2D flash games, the graphics look fine and
the gameplay is smooth (outside of network lag).

The game has been out for a few years, so the community has most certainly dwindled, but it's also a game that you don't really
need a big community to have fun in. You can usually find at least a server or two to join, so I don't think you need to worry
about finding a game.

Overall the game is easy to get into, hard to master, and relatively inexpensive. There's also a demo/guest mode, so if you're on
the fence, you can give the game a try and see if you like it before you buy it.

Honestly though, all I play on Altitude are the 24/7 football servers.. i think this could be one of the best manager games going
but i think the match engine coul be better but i think it is still a good looking game and the price is ok. Factotum 90 has only 30
levels, but still manages (just) to pack in enough old school charm and moments of head scratching to satisfy your average 3D
puzzle fan. The singleplayer co-op, and by that I mean you alternate control between two robots on a splitscreen, works well
thanks to thoughtful and clear puzzle layouts allied to very good controls. There's no pixel perfect nonsense or split-second time
constraints here. If anything, I'd say the game errs slightly on the easy side, but that's preferable IMO to getting frustrated. Oh,
and achievement hunters will be happy to know it's a simple one to complete 100%. There's an achievement for finishing the
last level, and 12 for pressing buttons, pulling levers and exploding bombs x number of times. One thing I would like to have
seen is an option to toggle off the music, but that's the only real negative I have. Maybe couch coop and even online coop would
have given it broader appeal.

Overall it's a fairly solid 7\/10 and definitely worth the sub-\u00a35 price tag.. If you can't pay for the Limited Edition of
Nekojishi then buy this. It's also a good product and I love the OST so much

Likulau=PERFECTION. One of the worst 3d platformers i have ever played in my life. There are so many bugs with this game,
that its incredible it has ever been released in the first place. I dont know where to begin to be honest. so lets just start.

CONTROLS: Barely Working
The slide doesnt work almost at all, you will get stuck in a animation if you use it in spot.
The dive blasts you off at 200km/h, and is pretty much the only movement option that has any speed. Which means 80% of the
time you will be diving then jumping into diving again until you get where you need to be.
The walljump is sticky, and you have to wait a bit before it actually works.
The Camera: Its a mess - I have never been closer to throwing up by playing a game. To top it off, this game tries to include
Mario Galaxy elements, which this game cannot handle at all. Do not play this if you get easily sick - You will throw up!
If you want an example of this, try out the challenge map you unlock early on (It should unlock within 2 hours so you can still
refund), its a clear example of how hard it is to just control
The camera the character holds: Its apparently one of the main points of the game, but its actually rarely used, and when it is
used, its impossible to point with. In the 2 hours i played, i maybe used it once, or twice. And thank god for that

The Worlds: They're messy as hell.
You often have to trigger something in the map, to open something in the other end of the map.
Its also often cluttered with the same textured and shaped boxes and circles everywhere, so when you look up in the sky its just a
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load of random objects.
The Intro sequence in each map rarely explains where you even have to go, so its incredibly hard to do some missions if you
havent played the map before.
There are barely any enemies in these maps. Its just so huge its rare you ever encounter them, and theres no incentive to fight
anything.

The Soundtrack: Its vomit-inducing. I swear its royalty free music or something. It sounds like 3-6 notes repeating all over again.
The most joy i got out of this game was when World 1 finally ended so i didn't have to listen to its song anymore.

The enviroment itself is so boring and lifeless. There are barely any characters, those that are there are just pigs with no
personality. The worlds are just as lifeless as well. The 2 worlds i played were normal looking ground world, and "Frozen Chilly
Cold Mountain"

Now guess what "Frozen Chilly Cold Mountain" has as theme

Its a Horror/Ice Theme. Yes i know, they have 3 words to describe the ice theme, and none for the horror theme.

Everything is so wrong about this game. Its like the developer put in all the content but none of the love. If i am missing
anything that needs to be added of how big a mess this is, feel free to add that as a comment.

If you ever brought this game, make sure to refund it, just as i did. Literally the worst game i played this year

2/10. This is a fine VR Rhythm game. It keeps changing games every few seconds, which can be a little frantic, but does keep it
interesting. Of course some of the mini-games are better than others. The drums are great, with different layouts all the time.
Popping bubbles, not so much.
Much of the music is quite good!
Works great on Acer WMR
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